Augmented Reality for Field Studies
What the Heck is Augmented Reality?
AR allows the user to see the real world, with virtual objects superimposed upon the real world. [1]

How Could AR be Used in Geological Field Studies
Like the figure below, AR allows for the overlay of stratigraphic highlights on to a view of an exposed hillside
while in the field. While moving the virtual highlights remain registered in correct location in camera view.
Visualizing Geology in the Field with Augmented Reality – a concept video [2]

AR Functions for Field Studies
•
•
•
•
•

See geological information as live objects in the real world
Draw on the world around you: draw geological features on the tablet screen
Store the markup and the camera image for later use
Share the features as ARML for viewing from other perspectives
Share ARML file in real time with other members of the field trip

Benefits
•
•
•

Increased accuracy in communicating stratigraphy between researchers
New media for geological research
New geologists can learn quicker

Cyber Technical Approach
•

Steps in design/development
o Create 3D geological model [3]
o Transform 3D to OGC ARML2 [4]
o Display in an open AR Browser

•

What accuracy is required for research?
o < 1 minute of arc? [1]
o Response time with movement: tens of
milliseconds? [1]

•

Open standards based
o ARML2 - candidate OGC open standard
o Initiated by Wikitude [5] and GA Tech [6]
o First demo of open, interoperable AR [7]
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